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AUSTltACT 

Tho:: present reilOrl bears upon the implementation of the requir$uents at Stage Two of 

Coi,tract No_ 94/074P. and contains the results of the study and a survey of the company 

SEVER EOOD. together with proposds for technical assistance. 

The aims of the report are: 

~ to identify the main problems relating to the company's activities and to formulate 

priorities as a function of the company's short-term development objectivrs under the 

new market c.:>nditions; 

~ to identify the areas for technical assistance. in accordance with the market conditions; 
~ to link the points of •intersection• between the company needs and the possibilities of 

UNIDO under Project DG/BUU93/002, Annex 8, for the purpose of providing 

technical assistance. 

Tiie object of the report is the company SEVER EOOtJ (Veliko Tamovo)_ 

Address·: 9. Magistralna Street. 5000 Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria; Tel.: (+359 62) 2 78 28; 
fax: (+359 62) 2 79 71. 

Contact person: Engineer Margctrita Petkova, ~fanager. tel.: (+359 62) 3 04 22. 

Object of activities: Purchase. processing and marketing of fresh, processed and frozen 

fruit and vegetables; commercial activities in the ccuntry and abroad. 

Ownerslaip: State-owned enterprise (SOE). 

The SOE is supervised by: The Ministry of Trade. It is managed as a one-man limited 

liability company by the manager, in compliance with the provisions of the legislation in 

force in the country. 

Privatization: No procedure has been opened for privatization, and no potential buyers 

have been identified so far. 

To meet these aims the team carried out the following tasks: 

J!!t' additional information was ga~hered. and the state of affairs was verified •in the field" 

by means oi i:1terviews; 

,.... problem areas 'weaknesses) and advantages (strengths) of the company were identified; 

,.... "the matrix approach" was applied in determining priorities with a view to finding 

solutions to existing problems; 

,.... the areas of extending tec.:hnical assistance were identified. 

e Bulgau:m inJustnal a~socia11011 
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I. re.-sonuet Total number or cmplor ... --cs: 65 people ( 3~ men anJ 33 women) 
Men per women ratio: I: l. 
Administrative personnel: 11 people. ~ 

Workers. including maintenance: 46 pco:lle. Seasonal workers arc also etnployl.'ti_ 
Administration/workers ratio: I :6. 
Distribution by education: 
higher - 7~ secondary - SJ~ p1imal)· - S_ 

2. Organizational Structutt: The existing structure dates from 1990 (Suppkmcat No. 
I)_ It is the result of structural changes in the system of the Ministry of Trade, following a 
split-up of large holding groups into their initial components. The SEVER SOE is one of 
the components of the former BULGARPLOD. n,c manager has no permanent deputy. 
Whenever the need arises, one of the staff members is appointed as deputy manager. 

3. Infrastructure: The company is located on a site with good road and transport 
communications network. It is situated near the main Sofia - Veliko Tamovo - Va."lla 
main way. 
The value of the fixed assets amounts to 62.2 mill:on Leva according to a 1992 
assessment. 
Their structural distribution is as follows: buildings <iild land - 74.So/o; machines and 
equipment - 18.6%; transport vehicles - 6.90/o. The value of the refrigerating plants is 
included in the "buildings and land" group. 
The main building is of metal constructions and is well maintained. i! has free spaces 
allowing for new facilities and technological lines. 
The physical depre.;iation of the buildings is about 400/o, that of the machines and 
equipment which are morally depreciated is 20%, and of the transport vehicles - 800/o. 

4. Products 

4.1. List of Prod_ucts: The products of SEVER EOOD are in the food industry sector. 
Previou~ly, being a branch ofBULGARPLOD, the company used to produce canned fruits 
and vegetables (by hot lreatment). S'.nce 1992 it has fully switched over to frozen 
products. The main products are the so-called soft fruits: raspberries, strawberries, morello 
cherries and cherries with stones (due lo the unavailability of machinery). Vegetables 
account for lesser part of the products due to the unavailability of specialized equipment 
(cutting machines etc.} for pre-processing. 

!,_2-'- -~P~~: The production refrigerating plant has a total capacity of l ,OOOMT of 
finished products. 

4.3. Qu_al!Jy_St~n!,lar9~: The company's activities depend on clients' demands wh;ch are laid 
down in contracts. Technological standards and instructions arc used within the 
framework of the company's technological possibilities. The company carries out orders by 
Bulgarian export firms. too. Depending on existing capacities, the company keeps in store 
products for th~ autumn/winter period. 
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4.4. Sale~r Work is done according to preliminary contracts, and is 01icnted mainly f\.lr 
export (98% of the total production). Sales structure by types of markets is shown in 
Supplement No. 2. \ 

4.5. Trade Mark and Packing~- The company has no trade mark. Packings arc Bulgarian, 
three-layer corrugated pasteboard, of good quality, without inscriptions. The packings 
have no variety or attractive design. They have a unifom1 weight (by I kg, by 2 kg, etc.) 
Labour is manual. 

4 .6. Acceptability in the Market: 1 he proJucts are well received on the foreign markets. 
The froz~n products are not well accepted on the domestic market for the following 
reasons: 
~ psychokgical factors: the majority of the population prefers home-made (bottled) food; 

no tradition exists for the consumption of frozen vegetable pr .xlucts; 
,... no separate refrigerating facilities are available for the sale of portioned frozen fruits 

and vegetable~. 
,.... no good advertising of the products is done. 

4. 7 ~daptability of the Products: The products can be adapted both technologically and 
for the consumer, within the framework of the company's technological facilities. 

!-~- Flexibility of the Products Towards the Market Needs: Pricing flexibility is rossible 
and depends on the size of orders. The ratio between labour and production cost is I :6. 

4.9. Automation of the Processes: Manual labour predominates. 

4. W. Production [,isl Availability: Deep free;!.ing is done in two variations: "en bloc" and 
"by the piece". Due to the lack of specia~ized machinery which is too "·ostly for the 
company, its products rank lower th;;n those of leading world companies. 1-·or example, 
there is no "shock" freezing, no stoning fadities. no freezing of cut vegetables, etc. 
No big possibilities exist for improvement of the production list. The c.ompa:iy needs 
pre-processing machinery (stoning, cuttin~. splitting, etc.) 

5. Production 

S. I. Tl!e prodyctio]l_technol9gical chan for the processing of vegetables comprises the 
following operations: acceptance, "'ashing, primary processing (cleaning, cutting, 
tlanchiug}, placing in trucks, refrigerating, packing, storing in the storage rooms, 
spcdition. 
The ~echnological chart for the processing of fruits is analogous but excludes the primary 
procesi>ing operation. Labour is mainly manual. The technological charts arc shown on 
Supplement No. 3. 

i_L_l\.JAchin..£i::y_ _ _and Fa_g(!!i_~s: The primary processing technological line and the 
refrigerating pl.mts arc made in Bulgaria The automated equipment is imported from the 
West. The auto111a1:c washer is made in the Netherlands. Foreign clients have made 
proposals to supply 11ew tc..:hnologi..:al lines and/or individual machines. 

e Jl11lpartall 111.Ju:;lrtal ;&S!>('K:lallOll 
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~l_Hc;~JJ!Jity _9f~hC!_J,mtlu~1i~1t: The rdi igcrati1~g tunnel was built in 1991. and is the 
"narrow spot" of the technological 11roccss_ The storage chambers arc conm:cted with the 
refrigerating facilities in parallel; therefore. the free chamb'ls can iJe switched off 
individually. \r,,·ithout disrupting the working process of the remaining ones_ 
The work load has a seasonal character In the summer, the processing of raw materials is 
done in two shifis, and work in the refrigerating tunnel -- in three skifis_ In the autumn and 
the winter. apples and vegetables are stored in the chambers_ The work load is assessed by 
the experts at 50%1 due to the lack of raw materials having advantageous purchasing price. 

5_1 Working Plac~: The working places arc distributed by tcdmologi~ol operations: 
acccptanc"' :!nd pre-processing. entry and exit from the "tunnel". storage and spt..-dition_ 

5.5. Equipment Maintenance: The equipment is maintained in a good status by a special 
unit. The company has organized the production of instruments and tools. 

5.6. Quality Control CQQ: Quat;ty is controlled at the "entry" -~nd at the "exit". The 
company has a QC laboratory. v.hi~h does dosimctric control. 

5. 1. Environmental Protection: The company has no purification facilities. The production 
is I 00°/o waste-free. 

6. Procurement 

6. J. Raw Materials: T'1e comp:my purchases all of its raw materials locally. The region has 
long fruit- and vegetable-growing tradi1ions. The semi-mountainous areas are rich in 
raspberry plantations. It is the established practice to conclude preliminary contracts with 
the producers, including contracts for the purchase of agricultural preparati~ns. 

Negotiations begin in May with initial prices and negotiable margins. Contracts arc not 
binding upon either side, and arc executed following an additional negotiation of prices. In 
1994 a new practice was introduced: financing some of the larger producers (fruit- and 
vegetable-growers); however, this practice is still limited due to the company's financial 
situation. The purchasing price of the raw materials are high (e.g.: 2 OM/kg for the 
raspberries while their export price is 1.7 DM/kg for products refrigerated "en bloc", and 
3,9 to 4.0 DM/kg for products refrigerated "by the p!ece")_ 

6.2 SMre Parts Supnb'.: Spare parts are bou.ght locally (80%) and imported (5%)_ There is 
normal power and water supply. Power consumption is not measured "at the entry" by 
units. Electric power consumption expenses arc considerable because of the rcfrigcrr.•.ting 
facilities 

6.3. Packing Ma~1ials: They arc made in Bulgaria. in the region of Vcliko Tarnovo. 

7. Salr 

I .. .t~f.!lr_kJ:~i.!llr The company has a Sale Department with one employee. Contracts with 
clients arc mainly negotiated by the manager. The company has no information about the 
pricing cf its products on 1hc international markets or about price tcndcncic:;. 
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7.2. Trjtde Cha_11o~ts: 
:- i>y means of agents: foreign companies having olliccs in BulgCl\ia or joint ventures; 
:- for the ct1untry: by wholesale traders. 

7.3. Promotion of Products. The products arc advertised mainly for the domestic market 
through the mass media and by participation in the Plovdiv Fair. The company has no 
promotional brochures_ It has not participatl.'ll :n Sf>'..'Cializcd international exhibitions_ 

7.4. Realized Export: Export by types of products: 

Product Quantity 

in tons 1993 I st half of 1994 

I. Frozen strawberries 8 

2. Frozen raspberries 27 100 

3. Frozen cherries 32 4(l 
,_ --

4 Frozen okra 350 

5. Frozen plums 50 

7.5. Contacts with Foreign Companies: The company has traditional contacts with foreign 
companies which are its principal clients: 
I_ SD "Bulgarski Plodove i Zelenchutsi" (Bulgarian-Dutch company) - for the 
Netherlands; 
2. The "Alpine" company - for 'Switzerland and France; 
3. The "Schoba" company - for Germany (vegetables only); 
4_ Greek firms (okra). 

8. Financial Situation: The manager and the chief accountant are in charge of the 
company's financial issues. 
Since 1990 the financial status of the company has been going down mainly due to the use 
of a bank credit with a high interest rate for the building of new refrig::rating capacities 
which cannot be fully used. In 1994, a certain progress was made in the use of the 
production capacities. Since 1991 the company has suffered losses. About 67% of these 
are the result of the repayment of interest rate on investment credits. Paying off the credits 
is extremely difficult, and could take a very long time if no other way for repayment is 
found. Interest rates on worki11g capital crrdits amount to 19%-23% from the total losses. 
At the same time, sales receivables exceed bank credits. Losses from direct economic 
activities amount to 8%-15%, and arc due to the low prices of exported tJroducts against 
the rising prices of raw materials. The insufficient using of the capacities al5o produces 
losses from direct economic activities. 
The strudure of expenses and interest rates on t:1c working capital credit for I 993 arc 
given in Supplement No 4. 
The compan)' keeps a profit and loss 3l'.Cmmt by types of products. 
The weak financial situation will considerably improve: 

e B11li.::1rian i•1J11stnal ass<K:iallon 
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,._ if the capacities arc fully used; 
,._when the management of the turnover means and the cash llow improves; 

,._ if the effectiveness of exports (prices) improve. 

9. PROBLC:MS AND CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE CHANGED ECO:\OMIC 

CONDITIONS 

The survey data and the analysis which was made show the company's "strengths" and 
"weakne.~ses". The "strengths" lead to the conclusion that the company's perspectives an: 
good and that its performance can improve provided the "weaknesses" are eliminated 
progressively and in due time. Some of ~hem have been identified in the section on 
required technical assistance, in the context of the UNIDO indices. 

9.1. Relating to the Structure of Production 

Strengths: 
,._ the products, the soft frnits in particular, are in high demand on the external markets; 

these markets are not satisfied; 
,..... some frozen vegetables also find a good welcome on the foreign markets; 
,..... the company is located in a region with outstanding traditions m fruit- and 

vegetable-growing; 
~ it has a long experience in the processing offruits and vegetables; 
,..... the products are processed according to international standards and to the requirements 

of foreign clients. 

Weaknesses: 
,._ the production of high technology produ ~ts is not possible (stoned, with a requested 

form); 
,..... "shock refrigeration" is not done whereby the .. ~ pr.;Jucts arc ir• the highest demand on 

the market; ~ purchasing prices of agricultur:J products arc constantly going up due to the fact that 

land restitution is not y~! completed; 
,..... packings lack divc,sity by weight and by design. 

9.2. Relating to the Technological Level 

Strengths: 
.,..... the buildings, machines and facilities are co111paratively new and have a good potential 

for future exploitation; ~ the refrigerating chambers are connected with the freezing installations in parallel. and 

allow for alternative usage; 
:""" both the existing buildings and the site olTer possibilities for a considerable extcns;on, 

:""" the plant uses a waste-free technology; 
.... a proposal h;i:; been made by the company's western clients to financ:c new 

tcchnoh;1cal lines and tl.c versification of the production list. 
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\\' c;akne:oses: 
::""- there is a "nanow spot" in the tc:dmological line {the refrigerating tunnel); 

consequently. the amount of the production is limited by its tra,smission capacity; 
"!"'-- the ~ompany lacks essential machinery for pre-processing of no highly effective 

technolc,fies exist for fruits and vegetables (stoning and vegetable cutting) which cuts 
down the list of products; 

::""- no measuring is done of the energy consumption by units; 
"!"'-- no technological equipment exists for a "shock freezing" of fruits and vegetables which 

arc in very high demand; 
"!"'-- the transport vehicles are morally and physically depreciated. 

9.3. Relating to the Financial Situation 

Strengths: 
,... the fixed assets arc owned by the company. 

\\'eaknesses: 
,.._ the big investment credits with which the company is indebted engender high interest 

rates which keep capitalizing; 
,... sales receivables are not collected in due time; consequently, the company uses working 

capital credits; 
,... the company suffers losses from direct economic activities resulting from insufficient 

wcrk use of the facilities and lack of timely market information; 
,... weak management of the cash flow; generally speaking, weak financial mana3ement. 

9.4. Relating lo the Access lo Domestic and Foreign Markets 

Strengths: 
,... the company !1as estabfo.hed i.:antacts with the western compamies and staned to deal 

with them; 
,... the company has traditional clients with whom it negotiates the raw materials in 

advanc\!. 

Weaknesses: 
,... insufficiently developed marketing structures; 
.,.. no tangible presence on the domestic market; 
.,.. the production is exponed without a company trade mark; 
,.... insufficient number of ch2nnt>ls for production marketing; 
,.... lack of market studies and analyses; 
..,.. lack of a feed-back with the consumer; 
,.... lack of information on price changes along the distribution channel to the end user. 
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TERMINAL SECTION 
\ 

The required technical assistance is identified by means of "points· of intersection" between 
the priority issues of SEVER EOOD (Vcliko Tamovo), the desire of the consulting 

compar.y management, and the TA areas of UNIDO. 

The experts' team l1ns concluded tl1at tire SEVER EOOD (Veliko Tarnoi•o) requires 
technical assi~-tance from UNJIJO in the fi1/11m·i11g priurit)' area.~: 

~ marketing anti functi1ms of the Sale JJepartment; 

~finance management; 

"""' technologies. 

e Bulranan inJuslrial association 
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SALES STRUCTURE BY TYPES OF MARKETS 
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- FOREIGN MARKETS 
- DOMESTIC MARKET 
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SUPPLEMENT No: 2 

..,.. 
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SUPPLEMENT No: 3 
?RODUCTION - TECHNOLOGICAL CHAR".' 

> VEGETABLES 

! ACCEPTANCE 

~ 
PLACINGIN I -

WASHING PRIMARY REFRIGERATING PACKING STOKING It~ 1 SPEDITION 

I - - PROCESSING TRUCKS r- - - STORAGE -ROOMS 
•CLEANING 
•CUTTING 
•BLANCHING 

>FRUITS 

ACCEPT.'\f',;~E WASHING PLACING IN REFRIGERATING PACKING STOKING IN SP EDITION 

- -- TRUCKS - - - STORAGE - --· ROOMS < 

e Bulgarian induatriol o:isociotion 
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SUPPLEMENf No: 4a 

l 

PRODUCTION EXPENSES' STRUCTURE 

I. Raw materials 

2. External Services 

3. Salaries and other Fees 

4. Social Insurances 

5. Depreciation of Fixed Assets 

6. Others 

TOTAL 

tho.BGL 
···•·· ...•.•.. > .. · 

3,341 

2,892 

1,926 

674 

1,083 

5,456 

17,852 

/• r~~··gr. .. ~ij)~~~~ 
•·· in p&Cenf/) 

21.7 

18.8 

12.5 

4.4 

7 

35.5 

100 

TOTAL EXPENSES' STRUCTURE 

·.;::1:.::r::;:::;li;11,111;1ii~111i;l;ili~··:::1.: .... •·. •·· •••.. •.::1::;1i::±rj;-~.~t .. •••:~i:Ji:~i .~~~;:~~11~1 
I. Production Expenses 15,372 61.4 

2. Credits Interests 9,502 37.9 
·-

- for working capital 2,400 9.6 
~----------------------+-------------+----~-------4 

- for investments' credits 7,102 28.3 

3. Other Expenses 171 0.7 

4. Taxes 

TOTAL 25,046 100 

• Bulgarian industrial as:.ociation 
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SUPPLEMENT No: 4b 

PRODUCTION EXPENSES' STRUCTURE 

• A - RAW MATERIALS 21.7 

• B - EXTERNAL SERVICES 18.8 

• c - SALARIES AND OTHER FEES 12.5 

• D - SOCIAL INSURANCES 4.4 

• E • DEPRECIATION OF FIXED ASSETS 7 

mill F - OTHERS 3'>.S 

·-· • 

e Bulgorian indu11ri11I 1uoei11tion 



I. Organizational activities: 

Assistance in creating an organizational structure for 1narketing. To 
be carried out by the company's director together with the 

consultant. 

2. Theoretical activities: 

Short presentation of the methods and approaches to be applied in 
practice in the marketing unit and for the senior staff. To be realized 
simultaneously with the practical assistance. 

3. Practiceµ activities: 

a/ Elaboration of product-market strategy: to be performed under 
the consultant's methodological instructions and his information 

assistance. 

The following aspects to be covered: 

~ distribution network for the domestic market; 

~ comparing the frozen products' prices at the foreign markets; 

~ packings for frozen products i.e. prices, design, material, sizes etc. 

~ ways of promoting the frozen products; 

,_. diversification of customers in order to l<eep the foreign markets; 
establishing contacts with new potential customers. 

b/ Programme for implementing the strategy: terms, responsibilities, 

expected results. 

lllll)ia Bulgarian induiotrial a~soc1at1on 
'~ 



1. Theoretical assistance: 

To enlarge the accountants' and senior staff's knowledge on the 
following topics: organization of the accounting plaiu1ing aJld taking 
into consideration the market requirements. A short presentation 
talces place in the course of the practical assistaJlce. 

2. Practical assistaJlce stressing on the following~ 

a/ Analysis of the income and expenditures in total and breakdown 

per units; 

;..... incomes and costs plaI1ning; 

» income, expenditure aJld cash flows auditing; 

» organization of the accounting of costs according to the season's 

fluctuations. 

b/ Working capital: 

» mai1aging t.he goods on stock; 

» managing the goods on stock and the income from sale; 

» managing the short and long-term loans in combination with 

proper capitai. 

Ites!IJt: Programme for cash flows management. 

e Bulgarian industrial association 



1. Analy~is o!Jhe ~vailable egu!pment and creating opportunities for 
proce5Sing and producing new items. 

To be carried out by a working team from the company, consisting of 
the manager under the methodological direction and with the 
consultani's participation. The following stages should be covered: 

~ analysis of the production processes per working places; 

~ appraisal of the capacity of ihe equipment per working places; 

~ determining the "limits" for changing the technological processes; 

~ products quality control of the whole production chain (all 
production processes included) and advancing proposals to maintain 
and improve the quality. 

2. Elaboration of a production strategy which should take into 
consideration the market requiremen!s (on the basis of the mar~eting 
surveys) and the resources possibilities of the area. The foll_nwing 
stages should be covered: 

~ new equipment and production technologies; 

~ forecast for the resource flows; 

""" optimization of the losses and the expenses; 

' technical e<1uipment for packing; 

~ possibilities for rec.:· :cing energy consumption. 

3_ .. Etf.1b9x~tion of a J>n>gr~mmc _ for impt~1n~n!ing_H1~ __ _p.roduction 
strat~gy __ and dctPrmining. the nccessar:y __ resQ_l!r~~~--(L~,__Jjna!lci<!l. 
lnnnan, information etc.) 

e Bulgarian industrial auocia1ion 




